Welcome to Gain DAO
The home of Hybrid Finance (HyFi), a bridge between Centralized and Decentralized Finance. Our mission is to
generate an attractive return on your investment that outperforms current CeFi and DeFi options. Gain provides a
proven and scalable model that consistently outperform CeFi and DeFi alternatives, independent of market conditions.
Our technology and live trading statistics are audited* by an independent third party and all client funds are held
with a third party broker of your choosing in order to maintain a trustless, client-centric model.
Our unique service allows clients to maintain their investment liquidity, while their returns are passively compounded
on a daily basis. There is no management fee, no entry fee, no exit fee or lock-in periods for our Treasury Management
Services. Our straight-forward performance fee structure aligns both parties’ interests.
Clients have the ﬂexibility to choose from a variety of diﬀerent base currencies, which includes both ﬁat and
cryptocurrency. We pride ourselves in providing our clients with a custom-tailored solution speciﬁc to your project’s
unique investment goals and metrics.
Sincerely,

*Audited Proof of Technology : https://www.myfxbook.com/members/Cornerstone1/gain-dao-beta/7670587
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Gain DAO is a bridge between centralized and
decentralized ﬁnancial systems, leveraging the
strengths of both to create a new market segment;
Hybrid Finance or simply “HyFi”.

The Gain DAO Ecosystem oﬀers several pools that are driven by machine learning optimized
trading algorithms that operate primarily in the traditional ﬁnancial market. This structure
allows for superior infrastructure, liquidity, scalability, execution, risk management, and
trading strategy modeling when compared to the crypto to crypto markets. Due to our
unique hybrid architecture, we can now combine these proven beneﬁts with the advantage
of maintaining the underlying asset as crypto-currency. Participants in the GAIN DAO
ecosystem have the luxury of choosing which base asset they prefer; be that USD, BTC or
ETH.
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Gain Dao Treasury Management Services (TMS)
oﬀers a cash management service for blockchain
projects to increase cash ﬂow whilst maintaining a
conservative risk proﬁle. Projects of all sizes can
increase their cash ﬂow and achieve sustainability
by utilizing the same technology Gain DAO
harnesses to power our pools. Our Pool managers
use institutional grade algorithms to consistently
and predictably grow your treasury through the
implementation of proven processes and
technologies that foster sustainability.

Great projects don’t fail
because they run out of
ideas, they fail because
they run out of money.
Whether it’s shifting markets, higher than
forecasted expenses, stiﬀ competition or
a black swan event, it is clear that businesses
with all their eggs in one basket struggle and
ultimately run out of cash if presented with
unforeseen cash ﬂow challenges.
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Cash Flow
Sustainability

Gain TMS oﬀers a tailored, bespoke approach
in understanding your business’ needs
and requirements. Through a consultative
and collaborative workshop as part of the
onboarding process we execute a plan taking
into consideration your risk appetite, current
burn rate, projected sales revenue and estimated
cash runway to provide a suggested investment
strategy to cover the monthly operating
expenses of your business.
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Client-Centric
Model

Security
Your project’s funds never leave your control.
The broker not only provides access to the
ﬁnancial markets, they are also the custodian
of your investment capital. Gain DAO acts as
the manager by placing trading operations on
your behalf. Gain DAO does not have direct
access to your investment funds, which
creates a secure barrier between the client,
broker and manager.
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Liquidity
Gain Treasury Management Services are
oﬀered on a Pay-As-You-Gain basis, doing
away with the traditional ﬁnance ﬁxed-term
structure. Your business will have full
control and ability to withdraw funds should
unforeseen expenses incur or liquidity be
required at short notice. Withdrawal time
frames are subject to your chosen broker
and banking services terms.
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Client-Centric
Model

Best in class structure
Gain’s Treasury Management Service fees
are competitive against leading market rates
with zero entrance fee, zero exit fee, zero
management fee and no lock-in periods.
Our compensation structure is a ﬂat 25%
proﬁt fee, calculated using a monthly equity
high-water mark method. This structure aligns
our interests with our clients interest, which
is the basis for a long-term relationship.
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Client-Centric
Model

Account Management
In order to let your business and your team
focus on what they do best, Gain DAO will
provide an account manager to oversee
your account, provide monthly reporting
and be available for any questions or
support required.
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Predictable
Outcomes

Gain DAO’s pool manager selection is an extensive
process to maintain stable and predictable outcomes
for the Gain Ecosystem. Minimum of 1 year audited
live testing results achieving the following metrics:
• Achieve a competitive monthly return on
investment
• Maintain a trading expectancy of 3.0 or higher
• Maintain a proﬁt factor of 1.3 or higher
• Limit drawdown to 20%
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ONBOARDING WITH GAIN

1. Consultation

Your business will be provided an account manager
to assist when onboarding with Gain TMS and any
of its recommended broker partners. Through
the onboarding workshop they will seek to help
you understand optimal investment amounts
by analyzing the burn rate of your business
forecasted revenue and desired risk proﬁle.
Your account manager will continue to provide
support as required throughout the partnership
and to assist where possible. Account status
updates and market reports will be provided
on a monthly basis.
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2. Broker Selection

As part of the onboarding process your account
manager will work with you to understand your
business’ jurisdictional requirements and work to
ascertain the best broker of choice for your needs
and strategies.
The Gain DAO pool managers have long-standing
partnerships with leading global brokerage ﬁrms
such as Axi, Tradeview, Darwinex and IC Markets.
We are available to work with your broker of
choice to facilitate a frictionless onboarding
process.
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3. Connection

Once you have concluded onboarding with your
broker and funded your investment account you
will be connected to the Gain DAO pool managers.
This is possible through the use of an LPOA
agreement that allows your investment account
to mirror our master account.
This means your investment account will receive
the same trading operations as our master
account. The trade size on your investment
account will be proportional, so your percentage
return is identical to our master account.
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